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Abstract
In this paper we propose SCHEMA, an algorithm that automatically maps heterogeneous product taxonomies in the domain of e-commerce. SCHEMA employs a custom word sense disambiguation technique, based on the Lesk algorithm, in combination with the semantic lexicon WordNet. For finding
candidate target categories and determining the path-similarity we propose a semantic category matching
algorithm that takes into account the disambiguation process of a category. The mapping quality score is
calculated using the Damerau-Levenshtein distance and a node-dissimilarity penalty. The performance of
SCHEMA was tested on three real-life datasets and compared to PROMPT and the algorithm proposed
by Park & Kim. The comparison shows that SCHEMA improves considerably recall and F1 -score, while
maintaining similar precision.
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Introduction

In recent years the Web has increased dramatically in both size and range, playing an increasingly important
role in our society and world economy. For instance, the estimated revenue for e-commerce in the USA
grew from $7.4 billion in 2000 to $34.7 billion in 2007 [2]. As a consequence, the aggregation of product
data is becoming increasingly important. A common problem encountered in this task is the mapping of
product taxonomies from different Web stores to an existing product taxonomy. By matching the product
taxonomies from different Web stores, it becomes easier to compare products.
As a solution we propose the Semantic Category Hierarchy for E-commerce Mapping Algorithm, also
called SCHEMA. This algorithm can be used to map heterogeneous product taxonomies from multiple
sources to each other. The algorithm employs a word sense disambiguation technique that is based on the
Lesk algorithm [3] to find synonyms of the correct sense for the source category name. Furthermore, it uses
lexical similarity measures, such as the Levenshtein distance, along with structural information, to determine
the best candidate category to map to. In order to evaluate SCHEMA, its performance is compared on recall
and precision with PROMPT [4] and the algorithm proposed by Park & Kim [5].

2

SCHEMA

The SCHEMA algorithm takes as input a source taxonomy and a target taxonomy. For each category in the
source taxonomy the algorithm produces a mapping to the target taxonomy. The algorithm can also provide a
‘blank’ mapping, in this case the best match in the target taxonomy did not exceed a certain quality threshold.
SCHEMA executes the following three main steps for each category in the source taxonomy, which we will
call the ‘source category’ from now on. The first step is to disambiguate the source category, which results
in obtaining a set of synonyms of the correct sense. The second step involves selecting candidate categories
from the target taxonomy using the set of synonyms obtained in the previous step. In the third step a
comparison is performed with the source category to select the best-fitting candidate target category.

In the first step the algorithm first applies a splitting procedure on the parent of the source category, the
source category itself, and the the source category’s children. For example, the category “Music & Video”
would be divided in the split terms ‘Music’ and ‘Video’. The union of all split terms is considered as the
context for the word sense disambiguation algorithm, which is based on the Lesk algorithm. The result of
this step is the extended split term set, which is a set of synonym sets where each synonym set corresponds
to a split term in the source category. In this step, as well as in subsequent steps, the Levenshtein distance is
used to compare single terms.
The second step uses the extended split term set to select candidate target categories. This is done by
also taking into account composite categories, e.g., ‘Music & Video’. The issue with composite categories
is that we do not want to map ‘Music & Video’ to ‘Music’, whereas mapping ‘Music’ to ‘Music & Video’ is
fine. The way SCHEMA deals with this issue is that it uses each synonym set in the extended split term set
to check for a match between two categories. The match checking is performed by the proposed category
matching algorithm, which is based on the longest common substring similarity. A target category becomes
a candidate if all the synonym sets of the source category are matching that target category.
The third step involves comparing candidate category paths to the source category path. For this purpose,
we use the Damerau-Levenshtein distance [1]. This procedure computes a similarity between the source
category and each candidate target category, taking into account the structure of the category paths. The
mapping is selected by taking the candidate with the highest similarity. A threshold is used to avoid mapping
to an unsuitable target taxonomy.
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Evaluation and Conclusion

Three product taxonomies from real-life datasets were used for the evaluation. We used Amazon (2,500
categories), Overstock.com (1,000), and the Open Directory Project (44,000 categories). Using these three
datasets, six different combinations of source and target taxonomies were performed. Using a sample of 500
for each data set, we manually mapped 6 × 500 = 3000 categories.
For the F1 -score, the evaluation shows that PROMPT has 20.75%, the Park & Kim algorithm 32.52%,
and SCHEMA 55.10%. For the recall, these values are 16.69% for PROMPT, 25.19% for Park & Kim, and
80.73% for SCHEMA. For the precision, these values are 28.93% for PROMPT, 47.77% for Park & Kim,
and 42.21% for SCHEMA. The results of our evaluation show that SCHEMA performs better than PROMPT
and the algorithm of Park & Kim, on both recall and F1 -score, while maintaining a similar precision. This
can be attributed to the ability of SCHEMA to cope with lexical variations in category names, as well as the
ability to properly deal with composite categories.
In conclusion, the main objective for developing the SCHEMA algorithm was to facilitate the aggregation of product information from different Web sources by providing a product taxonomy mapping algorithm. In order to improve the recall, our algorithm employs word sense disambiguation and addresses
the recurring issue of composite product categories. The performance of our algorithm was tested on three
real-life datasets and compared with the performance of PROMPT and the algorithm of Park & Kim. This
evaluation shows that SCHEMA achieves a considerably higher average recall than the other algorithms,
while maintaining a similar precision.
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